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Realize, Inc. Invests In New Rapid Prototype Technology
Fishers, Ind. – To accommodate recent growth and customer demand at its Fishers, Ind.based corporate headquarters, Realize, Inc., a rapid prototyping service company
announced today that it has made a sizable investment in a second SLA 5000 rapid
prototyping machine that will utilize laser technology to make the polymer moldings for
everyday products such as toddler toys, communication devices and plastics for home
appliances.
“Since we incorporated in 1999, Realize, Inc. has experienced significant growth in sales
and customer orders,” said Tonya Reese, a Certified Public Accountant and chief
financial officer for Realize, Inc. “This investment represents the commitment we have
made toward providing the highest level of quality customer service and we are excited
with the benefits the new machine will bring to our customer’s bottom line.”
Totaling more than $200,000, the new machine has the potential to shorten lead times for
customers while growing the company’s sales by up to 75 percent. Additionally, the SLA
5000 will result in the creation of new jobs by the first quarter of 2005. For existing
employees, the SLA 5000 machine will offer the flexibility to add additional materials
while experimenting with some of the newest resins that are currently under development
within Realize, Inc.’s onsite laboratory. Some of Realize, Inc.’s products that have been
produced by the SLA 5000 include a surgical probe used in the treatment of prostate
cancer and a replica of an infant’s brain that is used to demonstrate injury prevention in
courts across the United States.
“Realize, Inc. has the ability to customize and produce special products to fit virtually
any industry,” said Todd Reese, president of Realize, Inc. “Together with our
investments, our people and our customers, Realize, Inc. is helping to further the
developments of leading companies while fast becoming a true innovator within the rapid
prototyping industry.”
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About Realize, Inc.
Headquartered in Fishers, Ind., Realize, Inc. is a rapid prototyping service company
specializing in Stereolithography technology. The process begins by slicing a threedimensional computer model of a specific product into fine, thin layers. Realize, Inc.’s
equipment features a precisely controlled UV laser that draws another layer in succession
onto the surface of a photo-curable resin, which solidifies upon exposure, within hours,
producing a detailed part that is capable of being finished to specification. For further
information on Realize, Inc., call (317) 915-0295 or visit the company’s Web site at
www.realizeinc.com.
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